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Glaz�ng Standard System

Glazing Standard System

·With its sliding folding panels and bottom 

track, it's especially suitable for balcony 

glazing

·Ability to mount on every kind of space 

with angular panel caps

·Not having a panel exit guide, it poses no 

problem with stores and curtains

·Enables maximum transparency due to its 

minimalist and robust profiles

·At bottom and on top 4 pieces of wheel 

systems in total

·Totally integrated, elegantly designed 

wall side aluminium profiles

·Enhanced insulation with extra wall side 

gaskets

·Aesthetic, different angular, high quality 

polyamide panel caps

·Corrosion resistant metal accessories
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Glaz�ng Standard System

Technical Features

·Max. system height 2500 mm (10 mm glass)

2200 mm (8 mm glass)

·Max. panel width 650  mm

·Glass thickness 8 mm or 10 mm (tempered)

·Profile colours RAL or Anodised (pvc profile caps 

black colour) 

·Especially for balconies or glazing needs with 

threshold, 1 opening - 8 glass panel

·Load capacity of each roller is 25 kg

(2 rollers are used in one panel)

Benefits

Protection from harsh weather conditions and 

external factors.

Easy to clean thanks to folding panels.

Not having a panel exit guide, suitable to use 

with stores and curtains.

Enables maximum transparency.

Ability to glaze different angular spaces.

Enables creation of extra spaces and 

enlarges your living area.

Reduces heating/cooling expenses of the 

building by increased insulation and extends 

building life cycle by reduced corrosion.
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Glaz�ng Sl�d�ng System

·Maximum usage area due to non-hinged 

motion of panels

·Suitable for space partitioning, also ideal 

for entrances

·Special design for corners so easy to apply 

full system with great insulation

·Grab rails designed for easy use and 

enhanced security minimises water, dust etc. 

penetration at the same time

·Top and bottom wheel systems with 

maximum silence and comfort

·Bottom carriage, adjustable wheel 

systems

·Steady movement with cross design wheel 

system

·Full security with bottom profile locking 

panel locks

·Efficient and chic design of water 

discharge system at bottom rail

·Aesthetic, high quality polyamide panel 

caps

·Corrosion resistant metal accessories

Technical features

Glazing Sliding System
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Glaz�ng Sl�d�ng System

·Max. system height 2500 mm (10 mm 

glass) 2200 mm (8 mm glass)

·Max. panel width 850 mm

Glass thickness 8 mm or 10 mm (tempered)

·Profile colours RAL or Anodised (pvc profile caps 

black colour)

·Especially for space partition or glazing needs 

(floor to ceiling) with sliding panels.

·Bottom rail height; with threshold system

30 mm, without threshold option 8 mm

·Need project dimensions to prepare estimate. (5 

channels - 10 panels )

·Load capacity of each roller is 40 kg (2 rollers are 

used in one panel)

Benefits

Protects from harsh weather conditions and 

external factors.

Easy to use with side moving panels.

Enables extra space in exits with no need for a 

hinged door.

Enables creation of extra spaces and enlarges 

your living area.

Reduces heating / cooling expenses of the 

building by increased insulation and extends 

building life cycle by reduced corrosion.

Technical Features
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Glaz�ng Lux System (Top Hang)

·Draw even the highest panels with one hand

·No tackling, no uneasiness of panel 

movements thanks to single piece design of 

parking base  

·Long years of comfortable usage even in the 

highest glazings thanks to its robustness with 

glass pins and strong profiles

·Especially suitable for inner and outer spaces 

like cafes, malls, offices that require no 

threshold and need ease of space partitioning

·Special parking bay designs for different 

spaces:

·Parking bays parallel to track

·Parking bays perpendicular to track

·Multi integrated parking bays

·Ability to apply central wheeled panel systems 

without a parking bay

·Ability to apply with panel walls instead of 

glass

·Robust wheel systems that enable smooth and 

silent panel movement.

·Bottom and top panel brushes that minimise 

external factor penetration.

·Maximum security with hidden, in-between 

panels, to floor locking pins

·Wheel systems enhanced against corrosion 

and zamak alloy profile caps

·Easy mounting with adjustable hinge system

·Chic design of side frame profiles

Glazing Lux System
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Glaz�ng Lux System (Top Hang)

Features

·Max. system height 4000 mm

·Max. panel width 1200 mm

·Glass thickness 10 mm (tempered)

·Profile colours RAL or Anodised (profile 

caps gray or black in color)

·Especially for entrance/exits that need 

no- threshold.

(system accumulates on a parking bay)

·Load capacity of each rollers is 60 kg (2 

rollers are used in one panel)

Benefits

Protects from harsh weather elements 

and external factors.

Enables creation of extra open/closed 

spaces, enlarges and partitions your 

living area.

Especially suitable for entrances/exits 

thanks to its no-threshold design.

Easy to clean thanks to folding panels. 

Reduces heating/cooling expenses of 

the building by increased insulation and 

extends building life cycle by reduced 

corrosion.


